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et al.: Book Reviews

People, Land, andCommunity edited by Hildegarde Hannum, ed. New
Haven: YaleUniversity Press, 1997. 328 pp. $35.00 cloth, $17.00
paperback.
Diane Kayongo-Male
South Dakota State University
This volume includes 21 selections from the annual E.F.

Schumacher Society lecture series elaborating on ideas that

Schumacher popularized inhis 1973 book Small isBeautiful:
Economics as ifPeople Mattered. Schumacher's book was ranked in
1995 as one ofthe most influential books since World War n.

Biographical detdls on Schumacher's life arefascinating.
Schumacher's experience ina detention camp inEngland was the
beginning ofhis lifelong emphasis on thedignity oflabor, the

importance ofcommunity, and the use ofone's intelligence to deal
withthe demands of daily life. Ironically, Schumacher had left

Germany because ofhis opposition to Nazism before becoming one of
the enemies of his new country. He became the economic advisor to
Britain's National CoalBoard in 1949. Throughout his lifehe studied
the works ofBuddhism, Taoism, and Gandhi's philosophy. His
"BuddhistEconomics" and other essays focused on "simplicity,

nonviolence, and the necessity and dignity of work" (p. 4). He

advocated for self-help and what he viewed asits enabler, intermediate
technology.
The first two sections ofthe book are most relevant to

sociologists, while the third section on "Human-Earth Relations" is a
bit more philosophical or cosmolo^cal. Part Three includes
discussions onthe Gaiatheory, which originated in the Greek

mythology about earth mother, Gaea. The chapter on '^Environmental
Literacy" isone essay inPart Three which isrelated to sociology,
particularly rural sociology and social problems. It offers suggestions
on what environmental concerns need to be part of a liberal education.

In thefirst part offthebook, "Beyond a Legacy of
Domination," there are excellent chapters ontherepercussions ofthe
Western "civilizing" mission, thebest being \^ona LaDuke's
"Voices from White Earth" and Kirkpatrick Sale's"The Columbian
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Legacy." La Duke's essay provides rich details ofthe history and
current situation of indigenous peoples around the world. The
continuance ofimperialist interference is covered well by Lappe, the
preeminent analyst of the causes of world hunger. There are also
essays inthis partwhich critique the techno-scientific approach to
nature, bywhich humans were conceived of as superior to and more
indispensable than the natural environment. Particularly targeted are
management techniques, based on the Western scientific view ofthe

world, which disrupted the natural interrelationships among peoples
and their environments.

Part Two furnishes a variety of examples of approaches to
local needs and environmental situations. Catherine Sneed's article on

garden projects, which were developed in urban communities, was a
surprising addition to this volume. In Sneed's project in San Francisco,

thework started with prisoners who helped ontheprison farm. The
idea then moved to theurban community, with organic produce being
grown and consumed by community members. It seems a bit ofa leap
to assume that those who arewell fed will be less hungry for drugs,
but then maybe Sneed is referring to the symbolic meaning of food in
nurturance of individuals and in the survival of cultures and
communities.

There is discussion inPartTwo on community development
strategies and bioregional planning. Several critiques ofthe
Schumacherian world view would have been interesting. After all, that
is what the real world is about —one proposes environmental solutions
and the corporate lobbyists create a swampland of legalistic and
bureaucratic obstacles. At least one essay should have discussed the

need for dialogue, that is, forKettering-like public forums fordialogue
on controversial topics. Otherwise, ideas such asbioregional planning
sound more Utopian than pragmatic.
The chapter on the development of local currencies in New

Hampshire, Austria, Ithaca, New York, Kansas City, Eugene, and
Boulder presents a somewhat alternative view to Simmel's philosophy
of money. Granted, Simmel noted some positive effects ofmoney, but
focused more on the interconnection between the spread ofmoney and
thegrowth ofan objective culture. Money made life more impersonal,
more deterministic. Contrariwise, the local currencies ofthe 1990s
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facilitate one-on-one interaction among neighbors, support local

cultures, encourage economic diversification, and provide anidentity
for the local community.

John McCIaughiy, in particular, explores in onechapter the
idea of community as democracy. Jackson's ideas in another chapter

enlighten on how persons need to ^become native' to a place. What a
creative approach to thenext millennium, 'becoming native' to a place
instead of shaping the places we move to into ourimage. The 'place'
hereis, of course, physical aswell as social. 'Becoming native' also
means nurturing connectedness wdth those already in the place.
Knight's piece on"John Deere and theBereavement Counselor" uses

thestory ofthe devastation oftheSauk Indian land and community in
Wisconsin to illustrate howEuropeans' use of technology spoiled the

land, impoverished thepeople, and destroyed centuries of
sustainability.

Thebook, overall, has a set of excellent, shortchapters that
could be used in a class on rural sociology. The readings, especially
fi-om Parts One andTwo, would provoke much class discussion. This
is a volume which is, nevertheless, perhaps as unidimensional as it is

visionary. Unidimensional in the sense that it contains ideas which are
"warm and cuddly" to most academics, at least inthearea of sociology
and Native American studies. This unidimensionality is defensible in
that the volume was meantto cover the on-going discussion and

implementation of Schumacher's ideas. The other side is easy to
imagine, the "cold, sterile, scientific, technocractic" side disappearing
under the sway ofideas fi:om this volume. Yet the critique against
Schumacherian ideas is more subtle. For instance, the AynRand (high

school essay context sponsor) web site includes selections opposing

arguments which are protective ofthe environment. Anyone using this
set ofreadings, edited by Hannum, should complement it vdth readings
onthe political economy of decision-making relative to environment-

people relationships and on the social movement organizations which
deal wth environmental issues.
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Contested Countryside Cultures: Otherness, Marginalisation and
Rurality by Paul Cloke and Jo Little, eds. London and New York:
Rutledge, 1997. 295 pp. $25.99 paper.
Elizabeth Evenson Williams

South Dakota State University

Despite the rural nature of its title, this collection of essays about
the "other" cultures of the rural landscape will probably have limited
application for those ofus in the American Great Plains who teach

rural sociology classes. This collection of essays, whose editors are
faculty membersin departments ofgeography in Great Britain, deals
primarily with the definitions and concerns of rural in Britain. All of

the contributors teach in the United Kingdom, and onlythree of the
fifteen chapters deal with American subject matter directly.
All this having been said, this book may still be ofinterest to those

in this country who attempt to lookbeyond the rural myths to examine
such concerns as rural poverty and the experiences of those living in
rural areas who differ in race or ethnicity. For this is the focus of this

book —a look at thosewho are "other" and are consequently
marginalized. As Cloke and Little say in their first paragraph of their
book, "we wanted to call this book 'Other Countrysides' becausewe
believe that representations of rurality and rural life are replete with
such devices of exclusion and marginalisation by which mainstream
'self servesto 'other' the positioning of all kinds of people in the sociospatial relations of different countrysides" (p. 1).
All fifteen essays suggests that the rural myth in Britain is a strong
one, perhaps conjuring up the images of large country estates to which
weekday residents ofLondon escape on weekends or fox hunts ofthe
chosen and wealthy elite. Allwriters in this book move quickly to

dispel that imagery. American scholars in general, and perhaps the
general public as well, are more aware of the vast differences within
the rural components ofthe United States. Our farm crisis ofthe

1980s certainly brought to public consciousness, at least for a while,
the dire economic straits ofmany of our farmers.

The authors of these essays (interestingly, nearly all are associated
66
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with geography departments) make it clear that they are talking not
only about therural space that all sorts ofpeople occupy, but also
about the cultural space inwhich they dwell. This isthe "cultural
geography" approach.

Prevailing myths often exclude groups ofpeople that should be
acknowledged, and whose lotbegs for improvement. In calling for
increased scholarly concern fortherural, Cloke and Little caution
about the "tourism" of many such studies ~ or the temptation to "flit in
and flit out of intellectually trendy subjects" (p. 11). In a chapter that
discusses the experiences of Shaker communities, especially in
America, Chris Philo makes thepoint that those who do rural research
should avoid "conceptual oppression" (p. 23) orthe imposing oftheir
own values on the lives of research subjects.

One of the more interesting chapters in the book is oneby David

Bell dealing with theimages ofrural inmany American films. He
writes of the ambivalence that people have about "rural." Onthe one
hand, there isthepeaceful and bucolic image ofcountryside; onthe
other, there is the setting for such horror movies as "The Texas
ChainsawMassacre" and "Deliverance." This sort of film is populated

by hillbillies, rednecks ormountain men, or"rural white trash" (p. 96).
Bell contends there has been a shift, beginning in the 1950s, from

romantic images inAmerican films to more suffocating and repressive
settings.

Cloke provides an interesting contrast ofstudies ofrural poverty in
Britain and inthe Uruted States. Apparently Britain does not have an
official "measure" like our "poverty line" that affords a statistical look

at poverty. Cloke calls for continued qualitative studies ofrural areas
to "give voice" to those who actually experience poverty. He cautions
that the rural poor do not speak in one, unambiguous voice, butrather
that they reveal many different perceptions through their voices.
Another caution expressed by thebook's editors in the concluding
chapter is that of"the fluid and shifting nature ofpeople's marginality"
Or, as they go on to say, "different people may beexcluded from
mainstream society at different times indifferent places and in different
social and economic circumstances" (p. 273). Thereis always the
contradiction between the ideal ofthe rural community that is "warm

and tight knit" and "the recognition of
67
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difference" (p. 277). The editors further note the various marginal
groups present in rural areas are continuing evidence of our "inability
to tolerate difference within and by the contemporary community" (p.
278).

This book makes a useful contribution to ongoing concerns about
what "rural" means, and provides a meansof comparison between
GreatBritain and the United States. Onebarrier to the understanding
that this book affords is use ofinaccessible academic jargon. This
book, accordingly, is not a quick or easy read. The book ends with a
callfor continuing studies of the rural that givevoice to those who live
on the margins. The editors also say that these cultural approaches are
needed at the sametimethat the approaches of political economy are
being undertaken.

ChangingRural Social Systems: Adaptation and Survivalby Nan E.
Johnson and Ching-Ii Wang, eds. East Lansing: Michigan State
UniversityPress, 1997. 255 pp. $25.95 paper.
Janet Kelly Moen
University ofNorth Dakota

This collection oftwelve articles purports to advocate the
development and the utility of structural-fiinctionalism and its neo-

forms. Thejacket promise is that the readerwill gaina deeper
understanding as to how neo-functionalism and the implications of
world systems theory might provide revisions to guide rural
development into systems which would sustain more egalitarian

familial and occupational structures. In the process of suggesting new
propositions on how rural social systems are organized, these editors
left me clinging even more firmly to the salience of human ecology as a
framework through which to understand what is occurring to rural
areas in an international context.

The strength of the volume, perhaps, comes from the global
array of source material. The articles cover the United States

(particularly Michigan), Taiwan, Rwanda, Greece, Ireland, Nigeria,
and Uruguay. This scope may makethis book suitable as an
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introduction to rural sociology on the global level. This book also has

potential for theformulation ofresearch questions on comparative
work on rural societies in general.

This advantage may be more thanoffset bythe difficulty in
drawing any substantial threads of comparison between the articles, or
in deriving any overarching conceptual unity. In a rather lengthy

prologue in the form ofan introduction, the editor attempts to give
coherence to the collection. The diverse articles are then loosely

grouped under thesection headings of "Focus onFamilial and
Occupational Systems," "Demographic Adaptation," and "Ways to
Survive and Thrive."

Under the first heading we find that the gap by which nonmetro

poverty rates have exceeded those ofmetro areas is increasing instead
of converging aswas earlier predicted. William OUare examines this

change fi-om the perspective ofculture ofpoverty theory as compared
to structural poverty theory, concluding thatthelatter has thegreatest
explanatory power. A case study ofthepulp-logging industry
illustrates some ofthese structural changes. Rita Gallin explores the

way inwhich structural changes have led to an underclass based on

age and gender in Taiwan. Longitudinal data from Rwanda suggest the
ramifications of overpopulation for farm families, while datafrom
Greece details the shiftto modem agriculture resulting fi-om
international forces in the tobacco industiy.

Thedemographic adaptation section contmns articles on the
rise and fall of the "rural revival," the way in which the news media
characterized events during this period, and mortality dueto farm
accidents in I^chigan. Another article shows that Ireland has

experienced the same general patterns ofmigration, and continues to
have an outmigration of rural youth, particularly among those
completing an education.

Finally, the three articles intended to illustrate survival/success
of rural communities are a disappointment. Thefirst offers a model of
economic development which islimited to one county. In the second,
which seemed strangely out of place, the author argues that local

persons can retain some traditional behaviors (dress) intheface of
modernization. The final article on a successful cooperative venture in

Uruguay attributes community growth to a favorable exchange rate
69
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and location, hardly encouragement for those interested in the

development of a vital rural development policy.
This volume would be ofmost interest to those teaching rural
sociology, but would also have some utility in a graduate-level
anthropology course. The only other possibly relevant audience would

be a population class, or a course related to the state ofMichigan
(which wasthe basis of data for five of the articles).
Readingthis volume in the context of reports of a renewed loss
of population in the northern Great Plains, as well as in the

disheartening wake of a major natural disaster last spring, I was ready
for some optimism regarding rural systems and their survival.
Unfortunately, while the introduction promised much, the articles
themselves only served to reinforce a generally troubled view of the
rural landscape.

RuralEmployment: An International Perspective by Ray D. BoUman
and John M. Bryden, eds. New York: Oxford University Press, 1997.
465 pp. $100.00 cloth.
Carol J. Cumber

SouthDakota State University

A rural policy conference ofthe Canadian Rural Restructuring
Foundation washeld in Quebec in 1995 in partnership with the
community of Coaticook, Quebec, andthe OECD (Organization for
Economic Cooperation and Development). Thefocus of the meetings
was on "job characteristics and trends, the role and impact of
employment creation policiesin rural areas, as well as the actual

experiences of rural communities" (Foreword). The symposium was
the genesis of this ambitious volume. Given the above, there should be
no surprise that although the book incorporates an international
perspective, it is skewedtoward Canadian rural employment issues and
policies. This work assumes an informed audience familiar with rural
employment issues and the 25 member countries ofthe OECD. The
editors reflect the book's international focus. Bollman is with Statistic

Canada in Ottawa, and Bryden is associated with the Arkleton Centre
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for Rural Development Research at the University of Aberdeen, UK.
Ananticipated strength of an edited volume is the depth and
breadth of material covered. A common weakness is uneven topic

treatment in chapters that vary greatly interms of length, depth, and
degree of scholarship. Both problems ring true inthis book.
By way of introduction, propositions are offered as an
prologue to international perspectives onrural employment. The
context ofthis discussion pivots around general rural employment
issues in the OECD member countries. Throughout the remainder of
the work, some chapters address issues specific to a particular country
such as Canada or Finland, whereas others offer a more general
treatment of issues relevant to all OECD countries.

Education and youth are covered in a series of chapters that

provide diverse offerings that include education and employment,
rural-urban differences in youth transition to adulthood, and a prorural assessment that attempts to de-mythologize rural youth exodus.
Commuting and its impact on lifestyle choice and rural

employment is given in-depth treatment in sbc chapters. Included in
this discussion are issues of rural employment on the periurban fiinge

which is compared vnth the Canadian prairies. A final chapter inthis
section addresses the occupational stratification of rural commuting.
This is a welcome addition that does not simply quantify commuters,

but rather delineates the occupation skill groups most likely to
commute (the study concluded it was management).
A section on rural enterprises includes research contributions

from Norway, Canada, and the United States. Entrepreneurial
dynamism andthe vitality of small and medium enterprises are
analyzed, as is self-employment inrural areas and wage-work versus
self-employment alternative.

Although many equate rural employment with agriculture, this
topic isgiven the least emphasis. Only two chapters specifically
address the changing role of agriculture in rural employment, with one
including a look at structure and change overthe period from 198191. Rural employment policy is given expanded treatment. Readers
will benefit from manifold perspectives on trends and alternatives in

rural employment. Policy issues asvaried as dealing with the need for
stimulating rural employment, the relationship of rural employment to
71
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trends in rural policy, and how informal rural networks contribute to
rural life and employment are reported. An illustration of how rural

employment is moving away from an agricultural base is evident in the

treatment of niche markets and niche marketing. This chapter dovetails
nicelywith the subsequentinclusion of discussion of tourism as a

potential source ofrural employment, where it isnoted that thegrowth
rate in employment intourism inOECD countries has surpassed the
overall employment growth rate. Finally, thebook includes a timely
discussion ofrural employment and the information highway. Even
though thearticle iswritten in the context ofWestern Europe, the
statement that "rural areas ... arevulnerable to the impact of

globalization, free trade, deregulation and associated restructuring" (p
447) is equally applicable to the Great Plains region of the United
States. Information technology, as a way to reduce many of the effects
of physical distance, is offered as hope for rural areas.

Although thetable of contents divides thevolume into specific
subject areas, there are no transitions in the body ofthe text to guide
the reader from one subject area to another. The result is a book that
appears "put-together^' rather than blended into a cohesive whole.

Because ofthis situation, thereader will find the index particularly
useful. The book ends abruptly without a conclusion chapter, so the
reader is left to surmise why a particular authors' workwas chosen,
and what general conclusions can be made from the body of work.
This book will find an audience with those interested in rural

employment, rural/community planning and development, and rural
economics.

Writing the Range: Race, Class, andCulture in the Women's West by
Elizabeth Jameson and Susan Armitage, eds. Norman: University of
Oklahoma Press, 1997. 656 pp. $21.95 paper.
Laura Colmenero

SouthDakota State University
In Writingthe Range: Race, Class, and Culture in the
Women's West, Jameson and Armitage havetaken on a substantial
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responsibility. Their stated goal is to compile aninclusive historical
representation ofthediverse groups ofwomen who inhabited the
frontier, including "the countless combinations of race, ethnicity, class,

gender, age, religion, and [the] many other factors that have helped
shape cultures, communities, and identities inthe West." In their
efforts to do so, they havebrought together a challenging and varied

group of articles inrecognition that thepast historical silence of
certain groups does not necessarily mean that they did not exist or that
they did not speak.

The majority of the articles deal with the distribution of power
as related to race, class, and gender, with Jameson and Armitage

strongly asserting that readers need to move beyond seeing women
solely as victims of theseinequalities. Instead, they encourage
recognition that many of the choices women made on the frontier
reflect "sources of support and identity, daily actsof resistance, and
organized movements that redefined relationships of race, gender, and
social power." Women sometimes made complex choices intheir
struggles to survive in oftenvery difficult circumstances.

The anthology includes articles onwomen from a wide variety
of racial and ethnic groups (including Native American, Hispanic,
Asian, Afiican American, and European American backgrounds) as
well as on diverse gender choices. The book is divided into seven •
thematic sections beginning with "Perspectives." This first section

provides a theoretical and conceptual background for therest ofthe
book.

The remaining six sections are in chronological order. In
"Frontiers," Jameson and Armitage bringtogether a collection of
articles which attempts to redefine the idea of frontier, recognizing that

it is more thanjust a territorial concept, that is, it is also related to
those borders which exist between cultures and races. A particularly

interesting article from this section is "When Strangers Meet: Sex and
Genderon Three Frontiers" by AlbertL. Hurtado who states that

"sexuality is a part of gender relations, a social construction that varied
according to time and circumstances." Hurtado discusses a variety of
forms of sexuality found on the frontier, choices the majority culture
has often interpreted as deviant, likehomosexuality, prostitution, and
interracial sexuality.
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"Resisting Conquest" deals with the misinterpretation by the
majority culture ofmany of the responses to circumstances made by
what the authors identify not as the conqueredhut instead as the

invaded people ofNorth America. The focus here is not on passive
victims but on the active agency ofwomen as they struggle for control
of land and resources. In "'I See What I Have Done': The Life and

Murder Trial of Xwelas, a S'Klallam Woman," Coll-Peter Thrush and

Robert H. Keller Jr. provide an interesting case study. Looking at the
domestically violent marriage and ultimate murder of the Welsh

immigrant George Phillips by his battered wife Xwelas provides a look
at three main elements which need consideration when studying the
lives ofwomen onthe Western frontier: the complex yetfluid nature
of the manyNative American cultures, the mutual reliance between

European Americans andNative Americans, and a shattering of the
myth that it was European culture that brought civilization and
morality to North America.

^'Newcomers" focuses not on conquest but on immigration,
particularly women immigrants. Limited information exists about these

women. Our picture of themhas come to us through the eyes of men
or through literature. The articles included inthis section try to

broaden this picture. Jameson and Armitage choose aninteresting
assortment of articles in this thematic section, including an article on a
Basque matriarch {Euskaldun Andreak: Basque Women as Hard
Workers, Hoteleras, and Matriarchs") and cross-dressing on the

frontier ("Drag's a Life: Women, Gender and Cross-Dressing inthe
Nineteenth-Century West).
"Seeking Empowerment" speaks to the largely ignored activist
efforts of women to empowerthemselves during the four decades

between the 1890s and the 1930s. The advances made byMexican
American, African American, Native American, and Korean American
women are highlighted.
In "Cultures and Identities," the fact that racial and ethnic

cultural distinctions have often suffered at the hands of theirimages as
portrayed in popular culture is discussed as well as are the actions of

women on the frontiers to shape theirunique identities by maintaining
ties to their cultural origins. "Urban Frontiers" finishes the book by
looking at Westernurban centers that, beginning with World War II,
74
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havebecome some of the newest frontiers whererace, gender, and
class meet and clash.

Because of the limitations of space, only very few of the

interesting and usefiil articles found in this book have been noted.
While this isperhaps not a volume that could by itselfprovide enough
information to serve as a primary text for a course, it canbe invaluable
as an additional reading text: Classes on stratification, racial, ethnic,

and gender inequality, women's studies, and diversity could all be
enhanced by the use ofthis text.

Harvest ofRage: Why Oklahoma City isOnly the Beginning by Joel
Dyer. Boulder, CO: Westview Press, 1997. 292 pp. $24.00 cloth.
William J. Swart

Augustana College

ARyder truck filled with a combination of diesel fuel and
fertilizer exploded in front ofthe Alfred P. Murrah Building in
Oklahoma City on April 19, 1995. This single event shocked the

people ofthe United States into the realization that terrorism could
indeed occur on the home-front. The panic was exacerbated by thefact

that perpetrators were not whom we expected. Instead ofIslamic
Fundamentalists or Middle East terrorists, the perpetrators were

actually citizens ofthe United States, members ofour own society,
people who looked like us, talked like us, and shared our culture.
Harvest ofRage is anattempt to explain the forces behind this
and other recent incidents of 'internal' terrorism in the United States.

In doing so. Dyer weaves a remarkably lucid portrait ofthe state of
rural America as the fundamental source of men like Timothy

McVeigh and Terry Nichols. He begins with the farm crisis ofthe mid-

1980. .^er being encouraged to make massive investments in land and
machinery throughout the 1970s, hundreds ofthousands offarmers
lost their holdings when theFederal Reserve purposely deflated the
economy intheearly 1980s to check rampant inflation. Dyer estimates
that 700,000 to one million small to medium farms were foreclosed in
thewake of collapsing property values and skyrocketing interest rates
75
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during thernid-1980s (p. 15). Initially thepain and desperation of
losing one's farm, therural equivalent of losing one's heritage, was
turned inward, causing a remarkable rash ofrural suicides. As public
attention to the rural crisis subsided, so did federal and state funding
for the programs that helped the rural population deal with the
depression, family problems, and personal violence that emanated from
the economic stateof rural America. Dyer argues that when the crisis
hotlines and counseling ser\^ces disappeared, the members of the antigovernment movement stepped in to fill the vacuum. Fueled by a
combination of right wing political extremism, religious

fundamentalism, and racist beliefs, the anti-govemment movement
provided a timely and exceptionally conspiratorial explanation for the
problems ofrural America. This explanation, which Dyer argues is
spreading like a fever throughout rural America, has not only provided
an external scapegoat to explain thefarm crisis, but effectively turned
the rural expression of violence outward as well.

There are manystrengths to Dyer's book, not the least of

which is his in-depth examination oftherural dimension to right wing
political extremism in the United States. Through first hand accounts
and case studies, Dyer illustrates the conversion of rural Americato

the anti-govemment movement and it's conspiratorial ideology. His
theoretical explanation ofthis conversion process, although never
specifically elucidated, does a good job of weaving together the
relevant sociological and psychological forces of rural America. In Part

Two ofthe book. Dyerdoes an excellent job demonstrating the how a
variety of religious and political influences are brought together into
contemporary anti-govemment ideology. After reading these chapters,
it becomes much less difficult to see how the actions ofthe federal

government fifteen years ago could be interpreted as the hidden

agenda of a Jewish plot to overthrow the United States government by
controlling its monetary and agricultural systems. Finally, Part Three
of the book examines the consequences of this growing antigovemment movement, its common law courts, police standoffs,

militias, and claims to local political and economic sovereignty. Of
particular interestin this section is the chapter devotedto the 'Road to
Oklahoma City' taken by Timothy McVeigh and Terry Nichols.

Dyer's style is far more joumalistic than scholarly, which may
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make the academic reader uncomfortable. The book is not particularly

well organized —for instance onemust skip to different places in the
book to get a comprehensive picture of the Christian Identity
movement or the multiple dimensions of the farm crisis. In addition,
the style is often overly sensationalistic. At times it's hard to tellif
Dyer is a vehement adversary, a neutral analyst, or a true believer in
the anti-government movement. Finally, he makes numerous
unsubstantiated or unclear cl^s. For instance, Dyer's claims that

public violence is drastically increasing intheUnited States go almost
completely unsubstantiated. While he mentions the larger events such

as Ruby ^dge, Waco, or Oklahoma City, he continually makes
reference to amorphous andunsubstantiated, yet 'countless' pipe
bombing incidents (pp. 14, 35, 81, 177) to bolsterhis argument. In
addition. Dyertends to see all public violence through the lens of right

wing political extremism. While more measured analysts ofthe antigovernment movement are hesitant to claim the extremist sources of
the rash of arson fires at black churches in the South during the

summer of 1996, or the violence at many abortion clinics in the United
States, or the explosion at the 1996 Summer Olympics in Atlanta,

Dyer lumps them all together as evidence ofthebrewing conspiratorial
sentiment of the American rural population (pp. 40, 95). These are
more than merely semantic problems wth the book. Theyinterfere
withthe believability of his central point, which is to refocus attention
to what he claims to be a brewing 'heartland war' on the horizon (p.
25).
For the aforementioned reasons. Harvest ofRage serves as a

stronger secondary than primary text onright wing political
extremism. Professors who are interested in coveringthis topic with a

single text would bebetter offhaving their students read Kenneth
Stem's AForce Upon the Plain orMorris Dees' Gathering Storm as
more systematic works onthe anti-govemment movement. For the
more advanced reader, however. Dyer's book emphasizes an

important and much needed rural dimension to thestudy ofright wing
political extremism in the United States.
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Two-SpiritedPeople: Native American Gender Identity, Sexuality,
and Spiritualityby Sue-Ellen Jacobs, Wesley Thomas, and Sabine
Lang. Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1997. 331 pp. $44.95 cloth,
$19.95 paper.
Ellen Baird

South Dakota State University

Jacobs, Thomas, andLanghave tackled a thorny topicin this
book, reviewing the literature that is available on American Indian

gender identity and how it is interpreted in sexuality and spirituality.
They have selected several well-known and respected academics, such
as BeatriceMedicine and Beverly Little Thunder, along with several
other regional authors to tell the story of sex roles and how it relates

to being American Indian. The term "two spirit," as reported by the
authors, is an agreed upon term for non-traditional sex roles by many
in the American-Indian gayworld, andthisterm shows that a gender
role might not agree with the sex role of an individual.

For many tribes the interpretation of gender identity can range
from almost non-acceptable to having norms and language usage to fit
a person into traditional tribal society. The authors have selected
writings from Dine' (Navajo), Lakota-Dakota Nakota, Yup'ik, and
Shoshoni world views to name a few. They have managed to show
that there are cultural differences between tribes that also plays into
both traditional and contemporary societies. This book relies heavily
on the Northern Ptos and Southwestern tribal cultures, and in an
unusual move, included an Alaska Native tribal culture.

A 'must read' in this book is an unpublished manuscript written
by BeatriceMedicine titled ''ChangingNative AmericanRoles in an
Urban Contextand Changing Native American Sex Roles in an Urban
Context." Medicine argues that the change in contemporary American
Indian society is impacting sex roles, especially in urban areas. If the
sex role is taboo or not accepted in a tribal setting, in urban
communities, new bonds offamily and relationships are formed to fill
the void. Also, if the sexrole is acceptable inthe tribal setting, there is
clearly an evolving concept of sexroles.that will impact the tribal
community as urban behaviors and norms are transferred home.
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This book might be useful in a class on Race, Sexand Gender,
Women's Studies, and also Ethnic Studies, but it must be remembered
that the views of the authors are speaking about sex roles within their
own culture and they are not to be taken as a pan-tribal world view. If
each reading stands on it's own, within it's o\to cultural context, this
is a good book for discussing a complicated issue.
Hcfw to Choose?: A Comparison of the U.S. and CanadianHealth
Care Systems by Robert Chemomas and Ardeshir Sepehri, eds.
AniityviIIe,NY: Baywood Publishing, 1998. 315pp. $49.00 cloth.
Henry B. Sirgo
McNeese State University

This book will be a helpful addition to the bookshelves of
readers who want a useful reference work concerning health policy

options. It may also beworthwhile forgraduate courses inhealth
economics or health administration. The editors primarily selected

articles written byeconomists who have published intheNew England
Journal ofMedicine, HealthAffairs, andJournal of theAmerican
Medical Association. The work would have been enhanced

considerably ifthe authors had chosen somewhat more complementary
chapters, discussed them considerably more, and introduced

perspectives from such medical policy experts as, for instance, scholar
Theodore Marmor.

Thework is long on statistics andmethodological discussions,
and exceedingly short on context. For example, David U; Himmelstein
and Stefi&e Woolhander report in the chapter "Public Opinion of
Health Reform" that Americans think more highly oftheir own doctors

thanthey do of doctors ingeneral, but fail to place that conclusion in
the context of findings such as those of scholar Richard Fenno that
United States citizens think far more highly of their own members of

Congress than they do ofthe institution as a whole (p. 441); or those
of Daniel Katz, Barbara A. Gutek, RobertL. Kahn andEugenia
Barton that individuals consistently tend to hold more positive
evaluations of their own personal interactions with governmental
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agencies than ofthe performance ofgovernmental service agencies in
general (p. 120). Additionally, some cross-national comparisons are

never made, the most obvious being that U.S. physician income is "up
to four times theaverage median income in Germany and Canada"
(Brewster and Brown, p. 114). Thereis some reference to the fact that

theUnited States depends more on higher costspecialists rather than •
general practitioners, but a sociological discussion of the ramifications

ofa health care delivery system predicated on extraordinarily high
salaries rather than the professional norm of service would have been
most welcome. Ironically, in both Canada and the United States there

is concern about physician surpluses (p. 16).
The book contains perhaps a plethora of statistics and at times

arcane methodological discussions (e.g., such as one which justifies the
return rate of a mail survey). It is badly dated in so far as little or no

coverage is given to health care developments since 1993, such as the
continuing increase in the ranks of uninsured Americans or Clinton

administration efforts inthe realm ofhealth policy. The editors might
wish to consider preparing a companion volume which synthesizes the
findings ofthe articles and relies less on statistical tables. The paucity
of their writing inthis volume is disappointing after their fine
introductory chapter inwhich they clearly lay outtheframework ofthe
Canadian health system which is provided for bythe Canada Health

Act which was passed in 1984. The Act requires that the 12 provincial
health plans meet criteria of "public administration, "

"comprehensiveness," "universality," "portability," and "accessibility"
to qualify forfederal subsidization (pp. 2-3).
Major points of contention dealt with in the volume are those

which are familiar to any reader of a major newspaper. The United
States system costs more, does not provide universal coverage, and
Americans generally die younger. Canadians must endure sometimes

long waiting lists, while some ofthem opt for procuring medical
services intheUnited States. ThoughtfUl analysis isgiven to how
administrative procedures might be improved intheUnited States, a
factor which contributes mightily and clearly more than physician
compensation to health careinflation in the nation, as well as to what
extent having to endurea waiting list has ramifications for health. I

was fascinated by the detail presented concerning every medical and
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surgical procedure to which a human is likely to undergo. Even as a
student of state andlocal political systems, I was overwhelmed bythe
pro^dsion of data for each Canadian province concerning matters
including the average patient wmt "for treatment after appointment

with specialist, in weeks" for radiation oncology, medical oncology,
plastic surgery and gynecology (pp. 186-87). Yet, such detail is
probably justified inso far as the provincial governments play such a
prominent role inthe Canadian health care delivery system.
The articles do reinforce the notion that additional carefully

controlled studies are required if we are ever to know How to Choose?
Edward Neuschler makes this point clearwhen he suggests that more

of Canada's ability to experience a slower increase inhealth care

spending is attributable to itsfaster growth rate rather than to
"improved costcontrols made possible by a universal government
financed system" (p. 60). Overall, the work does offer careful

comparisons ofvirtually every aspect ofthe United States and
Canadian health care systems. And, such an effort is well demonstrated
in a careful examination of postsurgical mortality inManitoba and
New England. But, inthe end the editors clearly opted for attention to

statistic^ detdl versus thoughtful analysis, and the result is that the
work is more helpful as a reference workrather than as an aid to
seriously rethinking one's position on health policy.
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Social Organization ofMedical Work by Anselm L. Strauss, Shizuko
Fagerhaugh, Barbara Suczek, and Carolyn Wiener. New Brunswick.

NJ: Transaction Publishers, 1997. 310pp. $50.00 cloth, $24.95 paper.
Elizabeth A. Gill

Randolph-Macon College
Originally published in 1985, the introduction to the

Transaction edition of SocialOrganization ofMedical Work\^zs
penned by Strauss priorto his death in September 1996. This book is
one of several inwhich Strauss worked collaboratively with colleagues
and students from numerous disciplines to make pioneering

contributions to the substance and theory ofmedical sociology, the
sociology ofwork, occupations, and professions, thesociology of
organizations, symbolic interactionism, and qualitative methods. The
book is also representative ofa series ofco-authored monographs in
which Strauss (e.g., withBarryGlaser, Chronic Illness and the

Quality ofLife, 2nd ed., with Shizuko Fagerhaugh, The Politics of
PainManagement, and with Juliet M. Corbin, Unending Work and
Care) explores the nature and prevalence of chronic illness and its
management.

The social science issues addressed intheSocial Organization
ofMedical Work are as relevant today as they werewhen it was first
published in 1985. Admittedly, the authors of a monograph ofthis
nature could not possibly have envisioned the radical changes that
have occurred inthe health care system in thelast thirteen years. Yet,

the principle considerations addressed in the book transcend the period
in which the book was written and pose many ofthe same challenges
forthe contemporary managed care industry.
Over a five year period, a team of researchers conducted field
observations on diverse hospital wards in several different kinds of

hospitals. The resultant ethnographic data were utilized to develop a
grounded theory about a set of important sociological issues

surrounding work, chronic illness, and technology within the hospital
setting.

The thesis ofthebook is notmerely to study the discrete types
of work involved inthe care of the chronically ill, but to examine how
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the work is carried out and coordinated over time and space. The bulk
of the book uses case studies to examine several 'species' of work

including: comfort work, clinical safety work, machine work,

composure, biographical, and sentimental work (i.e., interactional
work and moralrules, trust work, composure work, biographical

work, identity work, awareness context work, and rectification work).
In thefinal chapter, the authors examine the theoretical contribution of
the study of these types of work in a way that transcends the
traditional examination ofwork settings in terms of occupations,

professions, and the organizational structure of work.
The origins of many of the issues surrounding chronic illness
addressed in this book can be traced to Glaser and Strauss' studies of

theprocess ofdying conducted two decades earlier. Those initial
studies examined how dying patients andtheir families interact with
each otherthrough the sometimes lengthy dying and death experience
or 'trajectory'. The concept trajectory was coined byGlaser and
Strauss at a time when much of medicine was, and often still is,

oriented toward the discrete, often curable acute illness. The trajectory
model has become one of Strauss' key and enduringtheoretical
contributions. This book elaborates the concept of trajectory and
extends it to chronic illness. The illness trajectory model is conceived
of as one which involves different lands ofwork with consequences

for thevarious participants. By viewing chronic illness from the

perspective ofwork, Strauss and his colleagues interjected the family
and the patient into the process ofthemedical management ofchronic
illness by employing new ways ofthinking about relationships,
discourses, actions, and the construction of boundaries between
groups.

The strength of their analysis isthe examination of types of
trajectory work that cannot berationalized or routinized but are
needed to maximize the articulation of the work and bridge the gap

between medical purposes and their realization. The authors examine
negotiation, persuasion, discussion, and teaching as modes ofattaining
coordination in an organizational setting in which the dynamic nature

ofthetrajectory work isfi-aught with technological, organizational,
and client derived contingencies.

Their analysis is notwithout itslimitations. Strauss and his
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colleaguesfocus their analysis on the human agent with little or no
attention given to the role of the organizational context in shaping
interaction. Althoughthey devote a chapter to the examination of the
interface and two-directional impact between the macro and the micro
patterns of activitywithinthe hospital setting, they appear to be more
concerned with the linkages between the microscopic aspect ofwork
and the larger structural or macroscopic conditions at the expense of
the effects of the organizational context on interaction. It is not
possibleto reduce organizations to individuals, or simply choose the
salience of one level of analysis at the expense ofthe other. Interaction
occurs in response to both individual action and the boundaries and

potential barriers of the structural context. To grasp the
interpenetration of structure and process, one must remain cognizant
of the constraints and influences of the healthcare setting without
suspending the concerns with the process, emergence, and human
agency involved in the relationship between the worker/family member
and the chronically ill individual. Thus negotiation arises in response to
both interactional and structural conditions.

Finally, I agree with Strauss in that this book still provides a
case for a strong rationale for qualitative research in a quantitatively
oriented social science. The inclusion of illustrative case study
materials in addition to the perennial theoretical issues derived from
the grounded theory method makethis book accessible to both upperdivision undergraduate and graduate audiences.

Researching Sexual Violence Against Women: Methodological and
PersonalPerspectiveshyMzTtrnX). Schwartz, ed. Thousand Oaks,
CA; Sage, 1997. 222 pp. $45.00 cloth, $19.95 paper.
Kathryn B. Anderson

Our Lady of the Lake University
This edited volume presents a range of issues that researchers
encounter when investigating personally and politically sensitivetopics
such as violence against women and sexual harassment. This book is

unique in that the focus is on theprocess ofconducting violence
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against women research rather than on presenting the results ofthis
research (although some is presented in a few ofthe chapters). The
authors represent psychological, sociological, and criminological

perspectives on how to do this research. Perhaps the most interesting
aspect ofthis book is the discussions ofthe vivid encounters that these
researchers have had in conducting their work.
The book is divided into three main sections. The first section

presents both reviews and findings ofresearch ofsexual assault on
college campuses. This section includes a response by Mary Koss and
Hobart Cleveland to the "backlash" that they clmm has emerged

against the findings in the last two decades ofthe prevalence ofsexual
assault, especially date rape. Jacquelyn White and John Humphrey
include a thought-provoking chapter that presents a theoretical model
of sexual victimization. This model posits that victimization results as a
function of three factors that mayinteract: (1) social context factors,

(2) factors about thevictim, and (3) factors about the perpetrator.
They refer to (but do not report the results oQ a longitudinal study that
teststhismodel. In a chapter that presents dataon the negative

consequences ofacquaintance rape, Patricia Frazier and Lisa Scales
make a convincing argument that acquaintance rape may have

particularly ill effects on the victims because people are less likely to
define the assault as "rape."

The second section includes four chapters that discuss the

difficulty in managing the powerful emotions that often emerge in the
researchers while conducting this research. Researchers in this area

would probably find some ofthese chapters to beuseful intheir
articulation ofproblems and suggestions ofhow to deal with them.
Christine Mattley's chapter entitled "Field research with Phone Sex
Workers" rdses the concern about how others (both participants and

colleagues) sometimes question the motives ofresearchers who
perform studies ofviolence agdnst women. She discusses the
methodological, ethical, and emotional difficulties that she encountered
inusing the participant observation method to study the"fantasyselling" work ofphone sex workers. This is perhaps themost
interesting chapter of thebook in theway that it identifies concerns
that researchers may not otherwise acknowledge.

Other chapters in tMs section discuss what it is like to be female in
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doing this research (how motives are ascribed to women who do this

work) as well as howto cope with occasional sexual harassment by
maleparticipants. The latter chapter, like anotherchapter on violence

between ethnic groups, seemed to notfit with the theme of the study
ofviolence against women.
The third section includes four chapters that discuss issues
related to conducting participatory and interview research. Claire
Renzetti's chapter argues that the only appropriate way to conduct

research on violence against women is through interview techniques
that gamer the relevant context of the behaviors in question. The main
point madeby all of these chapters is that people who conduct
interview research must be well trained and sensitive to the cultural

and situational factors that influence the participants' situations. The
challengein developing a rapport with victims of violence is also
addressed. An important points that was not raised in the book is how
to reduce the reactivity of male participants to answering questions
about the perpetration of sexually assaultive behaviors.
Sociological researchers who study (or planto study) violence
against women might find this bookuseful. But the importance of
asking questions and placing the findings in such a way that is sensitive
to the context that the participants are in is discussed in most
sociological research methods texts, so people who are familiar with
these methodological and ethical issues may find these points
redundant. As a researcher in the field, I was most impressed by the
articulations of the range of emotions that peopleexperience
(helplessness, fiustration, sadness, embarrassment due to perceived
prurience, etc.) in doing this work.
This book does not provide the reader with a theoretical and
empirical foundation ofthe violence against women literature, but this
was not its goal. The authors do help the reader to become aware of

the complexity of methodological, practical, emotional, and ethical
concems that arise in doingthis research. It is probably most
appropriate for people (either advanced undergraduates, graduate
students, or post-graduates) who are interested in conducting violence
against women research.
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The Elderly Living Alone inAmerica: APortrait by Susan Elizabeth
White. New York, NY: Garland Publishing, 1997. 172pages. $50.00
cloth.

Susan L. Schrader (with Ann Margaret DeYoung, Stephanie Felleson,
and Amy Hosier)

Augustana College, Sioux Falls, SD
This book is a remodeled presentation of the author's 1994
dissertation from the Robert Wagner SchoolofPublic Service at New

York University. Through theuse of a secondary data analysis, this
work offers an examination of a current public policy issue —targeting
and cost contmnment of service utilization by eldersliving alone.

Specifically, White frames and answers three questions: (1) "Who are
the elderly who live alone in the community and how do they differ
from the elderly who live with others?" (2) "Why do the elderly live
alone?," and (3) "How does living alone affect utilization of acute
medical and community support services?"

To address these questions. White accesses datafrom the
National Health Interview Survey, 1984 Supplement on Aging ,(SOA).

The SOA provides information on 11,497 adults over age 65 living in
community. Strengths ofthe database are that the sample is large and
presents comprehensive information on medical history and health
status. As with any secondary data set, variable construction is limited,
and, in this case, the data are cross-sectional.
Almost half of the text is devoted to the descriptive portrait of

elders living alone. Both univariate and bivariate analyses are done to
capture intricacies in the data. White makes a usefiil distinction among
elders living alone, with spouse, orwith others. Then, she examines
elders living alone (or with others) in relation to critical demographic
variables, health status factors, measures ofsocial activities, social
support systems, utilization ofacute medical services, and use of
community services (such asMeals onWheels, telephone reassurance,
use of senior center, visiting nurses, transport services, and home care

services). While acknowledging the heterogeneity within the elder

population. White finds that those who live alone are characterized as
predominantly female, older, widowed, less well offfinancially, home
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owners with no (or fewer) children, without limitations in activities of

daily living, secure in various forms of social support from adult
children, active socially, modest consumers of hospital days and
services, and heavier users of community services (compared to those
living with spouse or with others).
White's second question ("Why do the elderly live alone?") is a
difficult one to answer with cross-sectional data that does not

specifically ask this question of respondents. In truth, it seemed to me
that the question that White actually answers would be better phrased
as, "What factors jeopardizeelders' independent living?" In
responding to this question. Whiteoffers a number of well-placed
conclusions (pp. 91-91). Last, White embarks on a predictive model
using logit analysis, and demonstrates that living alone does seem to
have a significant impact on utilization of acute medical and
community services. Analyses revealed that occasional confusion and

limitations in instrumental activities of daily living may impede
independent living more than other predictive factors.
Several concerns surfaced as I read this work. First,
gerontologists know quite a bit about elders living alone, social
support and other useful dimensions of aging, thanks to rich,
investigative studies done prior to White's. That knowledge was

inadequately referenced priorto the descriptive "portrait" offered by
White. Further, although standard language coined by Neugarten tends
to be used in gerontology to categorize elders as "young-old (age 6574)," "old-old (age 75-84)," and "oldest-old (age 85+)," White chose
to delimit age by young (age 65-84) and old elderly (age 85+). In
another section (see p. 48), social isolation theory seemed to be
confused with a definition related to disengagement theory. With these
and other illustrations in mind, I beganto question White's
"gerontological roots" and decided I was reading the work of a public
policy analyst examining aging issues ratherthan a gerontologist
examining public policy issues. Reading a text by a public policy
analyst is not a bad thing, but having a more solid gerontological
presence in the discourse and analysis would enhance the legitimacy of
the research.

Second, the data presentation was cumbersome. With the
capabilities in software today, there is no reason not to embed tables
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and figures into the text so that one flows into the other (the tables and
figures were dways presented on lone pages, requiring the reader to
flip back and forth). Further, data were presented two ways, as figures
and tables, anoption that was unnecessary, confusing, and space

filling. Bar charts had inadequate keys for interpretation, and even
more disconcerting, no efforts were made to offer measures ofcentral
tendency, dispersion, orstatistical significance to aid the scrutinizing
reader.

Onthe other hand, I asked three undergraduates enrolled in my

gerontology course to read and react to White's work. They were
united inaffirming the clarity ofthewriting style and value of
sectioned presentation ofthe material. In that sense, the students found
White's work to be understandable, insightful, and very interesting.

They felt this book would be a good addition to their libraries, and
they would recommend this book to others. Since the undergraduates
had limited exposure to seminal studies or standards for statistical
presentation, they identified fewer obstacles in their reading ofthis
volume than I did.

This book pro\ddes an extension to thedescriptive examination
ofelders living alone ^d builds a predictive model offactors that
might beaddressed in containing costs, targeting ofservices, and
maintaining quality oflife among elders living alone. The work is a
straightforward and (mostly) appropriate examination ofvalid
questions through the use ofthe 1984 SOA data set. While the content
ofthis book may have been better served inseveral journal articles, the
topic is nevertheless timely and compelling.
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Timefor Life: The Surprising Ways Americans Use Their Time by
John P. Robinson and Geoffrey Godbey. University Park, PA: Penn
State Press, 1997.
367 pp. $24.95 cloth.

Geofifrey Grant

South Dakota State University

Robinson and Godbey's book is based onlongitudinal panel
data onpeople's use of time. Their methods involve panel members
who keep a time diary inwhich each activity is recorded through a
single day. Robinson conducted similar research in 1975, 1981, and
1985. These previous studies, and others, provide infonnation to

assess changing patterns ofactivity over time. While all panels were
not identical, many respondents were part ofmultiple data collections.
Controls were imposed on data collection such as season oftheyear,
and methods (mail questionnaire, phone interview, and personal
interview). The methods chapter should convince most readers of the
careful nature of data collection and sincere efforts of these

researchers to obtain the best information possible.

Findings concerning time usefor overthirty years inthe lives

ofAmericans is presented in six parts, divided into 21 chapters,
focusing on work, free time, demographics, subjective time, and issues
for thefuture. The most surprising finding is that Americans have
more free timethan they did thirty years ago (justunder 5 morehours
perweek additional time!), but are feeling greater time pressures and
perceiving life more harried than ever before. The major change is
amount of time spent watching television which showed thegreatest
increase in any activity sincethe 1960s.

While cable television andvideo recorders have given viewers
more control oftheir viewing habits, it is still a "top down" managed
medium reflecting a "mass" culture. From the 1960s to 1975

Americans increased their viewing by nearly 15 hours perweek, a 50
percent increase in time spent. Increased time for television came at

the expense of paid work, housework, shopping, dining out, as well as

other leisure time activities such as socializing, and participating in
cultural events like adult education, religion, or recreation. Television
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news competes successfully with newspaper reading. Only one more
hour per week increased television viewing occurred between 197585. Viewing habits seem to have been setby the mid-1970s.

Demographic differences are identified such as less viewing on the part
of those 18-24, and 5 hours moreviewing on the part of Afncan
Americans.

One ironic finding is that the increased time spent watching

television is not perceived by those who watch as being fulfilling or

enjoyable. Ifwe are enjoying television less, why do we increasingly
do it? Robinson and Godbey's answer is that it is ubiquitous,

convenient, undemanding, free (inperception only), and perhaps even
addictive.

They identify panel members' view oftime as a 'Time famine,"
a sense ofbeing rushed and not having time. They argue this has
resulted from increased emphasis on"consumerism" of experience in
which people do multiple activities atthe same time. They surest that
watching television has given people the impression that goals can be
accomplished and problems solved as they are on a television schedule,
in half hour blocks.

Covered bythe authors are trends infamily care and
housework. Using previous research they point to little change
between 1920-60 intime spent on family and house care despite great

changes in household technology. "Time-saving" appliances are used
mostly to increase productivity and quality ofhousework, and not to
save time. Another surprising finding isthat women, despite their
increased time spent at paid employment, have also increased free time
since 1965. A reasonfor this increase in free time is fewer children for

which to care. Women, however, increased the time spent shopping
and caring for pets and animals.
For those families with more education and wealth, the gender

gap in child care and housework is declining, ^fiddle-class and above
men seem to have increased time spent in interaction withchildren and

cooking where asthose oflower socioeconomic status have not.
Mothers are still spending as much time on child care as did mothers in
the 1960s.

The authors say it is popular to suggest Americans are working

longer hours and are more rushed, and less attractive to suggest that
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Americans choose to devote their gained free time to television, but
enjoying it less. This paradox is that we have not realizedthat as

American life has improved, our expectations have increased even

faster. The authors suggest we now expect, "hassle-free personal
relations, limitless material possessions, and a world unfolding to meet
our personal agendas, timewise and otherwise" (p. 305).
Two groups who seemto be receiving increased amounts of

free time are the young and the retired. School-aged children only
spend 180 days a year in school, and then only six hours perday,
compared to Japanese children who spend 240 days a year in school
and who spend added hours in homework. American children seem to

becontributing less to household chores and cleaning. Elderly have
considerable discretionary time. With the extension of life, Americans
can expect to have almost 20 percent of life remaining after retirement.
We seem to "stored-up" leisure time for the last fifth oflife. For those
55-64 there has been about 10 hours a week increase in free time since

1965, but only one hour perweek for those 25-34. This increase may
be due to considerable numbers ofpeople taking early retirement.
Implications for social life in the ways we spend time are
revealed through out this book. Many discussions cometo conclusions

which run counter to intuitive wisdom. To listjust a few:
There has been almost no change since the 1965 study inthe amount
of time we spend asleep. Federal government measures seem to

exaggerate the number of hours Americans actually spend onthejob in
productive work. The implication is that American workers are even

more productive than previously thought. Parents spend as much time

in child care as they did decades ago. This should dispel the myth that
children in our population are more likely to beneglected these days.
Americans, especially middle-class and above, are moving
toward a narrowing of the gender gap as both men's andwomen's

roles change. The "working-class" has increasing amounts ofleisure
time (due to less paid employment), while college-educated, middle-

class workers do not have this increase in time. Neither groups seems
to be"winmng" here as one has thetime and other themoney.
The way people "spend" time impacts many sociologically
important subjects. But some topics are debatable. Research by Julie
Schor and Ariie Hoshschild are at odds withfindings ofRobinson and
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Godbey. The authors claim that many ofthe differences from earlier
work are due to more refined methods not relying on memory. We

seldom admit to others thatwe spent several hours at work reading a
novel, playing solit^re, or cruising the Internet. Aconcurrent time
diary method overcomes theseproblems.

Many of chapters follow a similar pattern. They begin vnth. a
discussion ofthetopic, then show trends from earlier data collections,
trends from decade to decade, a table containing time breakdown for

different demographic categories (e.g., age, gender, race, education,
social class, marital status), and a brief discussion how different social
categories are impacted. There is little discussion about meaning of
trends or cause of trends for varying social categories. While such

speculation might be beyond the actual scope ofthe research, itis
potentially the most interesting part ofthe work. The authors might
have gone further inthe area oftheory development.
The book's short comings are few, but are still irritating, such

as theseeming debate carried out by authors with earlier work. Rather
than just mention orbriefly summarize earlier work, the authors
attempt lengthy explications and attempt to show where their own
work is superior. Perhaps this evaluation would best be left for readers
to decide for themselves. Also the authors seldom venture far from

descriptions oftheir data, but when they do, there are seemingly
unnecessary discussions ofother supporting research. Perhaps this was
an attempt to "pad" out some chapters. This is especially true ofthe
discussion ofthe impact ofcomputers on time. This chapter ismostly
about research from sourceslargely absent in their own data

collections. Some readers might feel that discussions should just "get

on with it," but that is often a difficulty ofpresenting "social science"
rather than "pop-culture" books.

Where would this bookbe appropriately used in a sociology
curriculum? Tm not sure. It is perhaps too sophisticated for lower
division courses. Hard to believe students would willingly dive into a

book \rith no pictures and about 366 pages ofwriting and tables which
is not a text. While it contmns useful information on family life, work

and occupations, American culture, and social problems, it does not
focus enough on any one ofthese topics enough to beincluded in a

specific course. Itmight be used in an upper division or graduate level
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course on social change, but it spends little time explaining the changes
it identifies. The book would be highly useful for any student or
professor wanting to know more about how people spend their time. It
is an excellent bench mark for future research and may become the
basis of many dissertations and research articles.

Emotions in Life: Critical Themesand Contemporary Issues by
Gillian Bendelow and Simon J. Williams, eds. New York, NY:
Routledge, 1998. 336 pages. $29.99 paper.
Morten G. Ender

United State Military Academy
This book should be judged by the cover —Edvard Munch's
paintingMsrtfowwa 1895-1920. Munch's personal life and his paintings
embraced and portrayed the emotional experience. The chapters in this
volume represent a range of subfields containing many sociologies of
emotion. The book has 18 chapters and an index. The first chapter
prepares the reader for the forthcoming chapters with a brief summaiy
and three goals: (1) "an epistemological challenge to the dominance of
western rationality," (2) "critical exploration ofthe link that emotions
provide between a number oftraditional divisions and debates in the
social sciences," and (3) "a substantive commitment to demonstrating
the centrality of emotions to a range of key developments in
contemporary social life" (pp. xvii). The volume more than adequately
meets the goals.
The first part consists of critical and different theoretically
oriented chapters. Arlie Russell Hochschild provides a worthy primer
for questioning sociologically about emotions. Nick Crossley follows
with a compelling argument for extending the theory of communicative
action and the understanding of emotion with other substantive
assumptions. Margot Lyon considers the symbolic anthropological
treatments of emotion. Tim Newton integrates the work ofNorbert
Elias and Maijorie Morgan to show how emotional codes have .
changed in the West across the centuries.
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Another part consists of fascinating and cutting-edge chapters
that connect emotions to mediated forms of communication. Keith

explores therelationship between emotion and culture through the
work of Anthony Giddens and AlfredWeber using contemporary
events. NormanDenzin offers one of a growingnumber of empirical

studies of the sociology of online groups. Finally, Simon Williams

encourages us to cautiously but critically approach the study of
emotion andthe emerging.information technologies. He reviews the
literature and poses important questions for future research.
In still another part the focuses is placed on the life-course and
includes chapters on children and the elderly. Berry Mayall calls for
increased study of the role of emotions between the sociology of
children and the management of the body. In particular, the
concentration is on the (dis)similarities between home and school.

Shirley Prendergast and Simon Forrest highlight a rare area ofinquiry - the socioemotional experiences of adolescent boys. Using
observation and interview techniques, they explore the relationships
between social learning, context, embodiment, emotions, and the

emergence ofthe "proper masculine self." The last chapter, hfrke
Hepworth unambiguously is fixed onexplaining the dualistic features
of the emotions of old age and reviews the literature oriented to the
subjective shades of emotions andthe aged.
Thefollowing part embodies chapters examining the subjects

ofmen, couples, and sexuality respectively. Victor Jeleniewski Seidler
traces the study ofmen in themodem era. The chapter relies mostly on
some seven books published by Seidler between 1989-95. Jean
Duncombe and Dennis Marsden use empirical examples and

contemporary theories ongender to expand onHochschild's concept
of "emotion work." Finally, CasWouters uses a content analysis of a

popular Dutch magazine and sexual advice books in an "essay" to
trace the social and psychological changes about sexuality.
To round out the volume, the final part includes chapters on

the sociology ofhealth and illness. Key subjects include, pain, stress,

gender, and the field ofnursing. The first chapter, co-authored by the
book's editors, reports a mixed method study ofpatients using a health
care center (N=107) and links pain outcomes to gender differences
resulting from gender socialization and emotion management. Peter
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Freund builds on earlierwork to link "the geography of emotions,"
embodied aspects of emotion andthe social, social and psychological
space, social control, and ultimately, health. Nurses Liz Meerabeau

and Susie Page provide an interesting studyof emotion management
on a cardiology ward by employing a host of methodsincluding
observation, interviews, andpersonal experience. A final chapter by
Virginia Olesen and Debora Bone connects the experiences of
professional nurses in a bureaucratized, mezo-level institution and the
sociology of emotions.

This volume includes a range of compelling chapters and is a
contribution to the young field of sociology of emotions. Theoretical
and conceptual arguments, literature reviews, and empirical studies are
intermixed and a range of subjects are covered. Frequently indexed
terms are "body," "boys," "children," "embodiment," "emotion work,"

"gender," "men," and "self." The volume shouldbe useful for graduate
courses in the sociology of emotions or social psychology. Upper level
undergraduate students in sociology of emotions courses would find
most articles difiBcult but of genuine interest. In addition, this work

should be of special interestto social psychologists, social theorists,
and sociologists of gender, children, and health and illness. The most

notable chaptersare in Part U and cover analysis and
conceptualizations of information technologies and link them

substantively in the domain of general sociology and in the sociology
of emotions more specifically.

Habermas and the UnfinishedProjectofModernity: CriticalEssays
on the PhilosophicalDiscourse ofModernityby Maurizio Passerin
d'Entreves and SeylaBenhabib. Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1997.
305 pp. $35.00 cloth, $17.00 paper
Jack Niemonen

University ofSouth Dakota

Consisting of an introduction by Maurizio Passerin d'Entreves,
a briefessay by Jurgen Habermas, and five critical rejoinders andfour
"thematic reformulations" fi-om philosophers and political theorists.
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this work assesses Habermas's controversial and complex tome The

Philosophical Discourse ofModernity \PDM\. ForHabermas, the
fundamental problem isto redeem, defend, and expand "modernity's"
promise ofenlightenment and emancipation against the "catastrophes
of the modem age" (pp. 1, 4, 89). Supporting aspirations of cognitive
rationality, moral autonomy, and sociopolitical self-determination,
modernity — embodied in the theory of communicative rationality —

provides the conceptual clarity needed to explain and criticize, and the
principles necessary to determine why a particular stage represents an
advance toward a "more mature and reasonable position" in

comparison to previous stages (pp. 42, 45, 51, 136).
In this context, the authors arrive at different conclusions as to
the fruitfulness andvalidity of Habermas's claims (p. 2). Fred Dallmayr
addresses Habermas's debate with, and critique of G. W. Hegel,
Friedrich Nietzsche, and Martin Heidegger. For example, Habermas's
characterization of Nietzsche as rejecting reason, fmling to advance the

discourse of modernity, and creating the hiatus separating the
defenders of modernity fromthe defenders of post-modemity, is
argued to be false; rather, Nietzsche and his intellectual heirs called for
a "re-thinking" of the concept of reason (pp. 74-75, 90). Some
intellectual heirs (especially Michel Foucault) have argued that all
discourses, including rational discourse, harbor"a principle of
exclusion, thus attesting to the intrusion of power..(p. 91) — a
favorite bugaboo ofthe post-modemists. According to Dallmayr, all
discourses favor certdn kinds of arguments over others;that
Habermas favors communicative rationality as "the correct solution of
modem predicaments" evidences a "German intellectual parochialis"

(pp. 84, 91). Communicative rationality underpins thefollowing
scenario: at the culturallevel, traditional beliefsgive way to formal

modes of argumentation; at the societal level, "habitual behaviour"
(force of custom or tradition) gives way to universal ethical principles;
and at the interpersonal level, "receptiveness" (conformity) gives way
to "self-constmcted modes of identity" (p. 81). Stated differently, in an

ideal-typical modernity, thereproduction ofthelife world relies on
cognitive critique, ethical universalism, and "extremely individualized"
forms of socialization (p. 88). Dallmayr finds this unsatisfactory; for

example, extremely individualized forms of socialization do not solve
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the contradiction between private interests andthe public good (p. 91).
In the next essay, Christopher Norris defends JacquesDerrida
against Habermas's critique ofDerrida. Norris argues that Habermas
misread and only partially understood Derrida's work, and that he

failed to acknowledge how Derridadistanced his arguments from
those of the post-modernists (pp. 10, 97, 119). Norris states,
polemically, that it is simply not the case that Derrida "'deconstructs'

the pretentious of enlightenment discourse in order to gain a hearing
for those sophists, rhetoricians or purveyors of an occult wisdom

whose extravagant teachings Immanuel Kant holds up to ridicule in the
parliament of plain-prose reason" (p. 119).
In the most readable ofthe essays that compriseHabermas and
the Unfinished Project ofModernity, DavidHoy attempts to
demonstrate that oppositions such as modernityversus postmodernity, theory versus method, or philosophy versus politics, are
fictitious and an obstacle to a proper appreciation of the debate
betweenHabermas and Derrida (p. 12). In this context, he explains
that the distinctions between modem and post-modem thought do not
lie in what these forms of thought do, but rather in the attitudes

proponentsof these forms of thought havetoward what they are doing
(p. 129). For example, Habermas argued (apparently) that
deconstmctionism is incapable (inherently) of social or political
critique. Deconstmctionism offers nothing to replace that which it
destroys, nor anything that could not be deconstmcted and

"subverted" in turn (p. 139). Hoy responds that the critical potential of
deconstmctionism should not be under-estimated (p. 15). It may make
us aware of possibilities precluded by an over-reliance on instmmental
reason. Deconstmctionism can "shake up" ways of thinking
sufficiently to enable the opening of new possibilities previously
unseen (p. 144).
Following the previous essayists, James Schmidt assesses the
adequacy of Habermas's critique of Foucault. According to Schmidt,
the critique is "vulnerable" at several points. For example, Habermas

misinterprets Foucault's intellectual development. Then, the aporias
that Habermas claims to find in Foucault's work are not argumentative
inconsistencies but rather basic disagreements between two contrasting
theoretical approaches —Habermas's theory of communicative
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rationality and FoucauIt's"relativitywithout recourse" (pp. 19, 151,

163). Schmidt adds thatHabermas's tendency toward
misinterpretation obscures thefact that post-modernists do not reject
the concepts, methods, and content of science per se, but that they
resist its "centralizing [i.e., dominative] powers" (p. 163).
Joel Whitebrook analyzes the contrasting conceptions of the
unconscious in the work ofHabermas and Cornelius Castoriadis, as

well as Castoriadis's differences from Sigmund Freud, to elucidate

theirunderlying philosophical differences (pp. 19-20). Whitebrook
argues, and d'Entreves agrees, that Habermas's critique of some
aspects of Castoriadis's work isjustified (p. 22). Castoriadis's
"doctrine of the monadic core of the subject" represented, apparently,

a profound challenge to Habermas's attempt to construct a theory of
communicative rationality (therefore, to defend modernity) and

prompted Habermas to counter-attack (p. 173). Whitebrook suggests
that Habermas and Castoriadishave similar "programmatic" intentions,
but that substantial differences exist in how each pursues these
intentions (p. 173).
James Bohman examines, critiques, and reformulates

Habermas's statements on the post-modernist conception of worlddisclosure. Bohman claims that Habermas could have constructed a

more effective (that is, logically consistent) critique—^for example, by
examining the effects "new vocabularies" have on tacit values,
assumptions, beliefs, and practices thatbring communication, learning,
and problem-sol\dng to a standstill. Post-modernism intends "that the
audience of the utterance comes to acquire a new interpretive
framework to modify the rigidities of the old one," enabling an
evolution toward "new truths" and "new moral norms" (p. 209).

Bohman is more sympathetic to thework ofHabermas than most of
the other essayists; however, he also argues thataspects ofthis work
need re^sion. Several suggestions are offered in this context (p. 214).
Diana Cooleargues that Habermas's work is hostile toward

post-modernism generally. She interprets Habermas as saying that

post-modernism reduces reason in modernism to purely instrumental
forms, and that post-modernism fdls to recognize or acknowledge
reason's ability to contribute to emancipation vis-a-vis "social
reification" (pp. 222-223). In modernity, Habermas recognizes clearly
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the differentiation of reason into three categories: science (cognitive,
instrumental), morality/law (normative, interpersonal, legal), and art
(aesthetic, expressive); and he would like to see these forms of reason

reintegrated in a balanced way such that they "communicate" in a just
or non-hegemonic way (pp. 229-230, 275). This is crucial because he
fears that, in post-modernism, values and truth become little more than
"matters of taste" (p. 222).
Habermas's interpretation, according to Coole, of the

aesthetic-expressive dimension does not proceed far enough to be
"subversive" (p. 231). In Habermas's work, it is not clear how the
aesthetic-expressive dimension might evolve to become

"communicatively rational" (p. 229). Furthermore, Coole says that
modernity—in contradistinction to post-modemity—suppresses
emotion, desire, imagination, and intuition as irrational (p. 235). In
short, Habermas's theory of communicative rationality, specifically,

and his modernity project, generally, are biased against "^terity" (p.
28). In d'Entreves' words, Habermas is unable to "acknowledge the
political relevance of postmodern and avant-garde aesthetic practices

which subvert reason's closures and open up the domain of^terity"
(p. 28). Coole claims (without providing supporting evidence) that
qualities such as emotion and desire resist instrumental domination and

its "existential impoverishment" (p. 236).
In the next essay. Jay Bernstein continues the explication ofthe
similarities and differences between Habermas and Foucault

(especially) (pp. 245 ff.). This is followed byDavid Ingram's
comparison/contrast ofthe work ofHabermas and Jean-Francois

Lyotard in the context of the concepts ofjustice and legitimacy (p.
31). According to Ingram, for Habermas, justiceconsists in enabling
all people to participate freely and equallyin "conversations" whose
purpose is to achieve consensus on normsthat will governtheir

conduct. Norms are legitimated by collective deliberation grounded in
rational speech (pp. 269-270). Theintegrity ofthe community, then,
depends on reintegrating the cognitive/instrumental, moral/legal, and
expressive/aesthetic dimensions of reason (p. 274). In contrast,
Lyotard argues that consensus is not desirable necessarily because it
can support a "totalitarian homogeneity" and "majoritarian tyranny"
(pp. 270, 273). Indeed, Lyotard warns (and, apparently, Habermas
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agrees) that reintegration carries risks ifit becomes part of a
totalitarian ideology, as demonstrated inthe Third Reich. Onthe other
hand, "the fragmentation of reason andits nihilistic acquiescence in
authority'' (p. 274) may also encourage totalitarianism. The problem
for both Habermas and Lyotard is to contain these dangers and resolve
this conundrum.

Assessing whether Habermasand the UnfinishedProject of
Modernity is a fair critique ofHabermas's POMis a complex task

requiring anunderstanding ofintellectual history, generally, and the
body ofHabermas's work, specifically, as well as a working
knowledge of the conceptual language of the plulosophy ofBeing.

Important points: first, it isnot clear for whom theeditors intended
this book. The background required to comprehend thisbook
precludes the general public, most undergraduate and graduate
students, and probably manyfaculty. The intended audience appearsto
be the select few philosophers, political theorists, and feminists who
construct and converse in the esoteric concepts and language of the

modernity versus-post-modemity debate. Five essays inthis collection
were published previously mPraxis International.
Second, d'Entreves' introduction to the complex arguments
that follow provides little guidance to novice readers. Anoverview of
the book emerges eventually. However, the prose inthe introduction is
incomprehensible at times, provides no definitional guidelines for
concepts that acquire substantially different meanings depending on
the context in which they are used (e.g., "subjectivity" [see p. 61]),
offers few examples to illuminate a series of difficult philosophical
abstractions, conundrums, and paradoxes, and provides no obvious
rationale for this particular collection of essays. The introduction
concludes with what has become a cliche in sociological pedagogy:

letting the "silenced voice find its proper idiom within a community of
discourse" (p. 35).
Third, the intellectual roots of, and the analytical flaws (alleged

or real) in, Habermas's PDMare discussed in exacting (read:
exasperating) detail. But in the endit is still not clear what has been
advanced or undermined. Most ofthe essayists are no more enamored

of post-modernism than Habermas is. They find Habermas's work
conceptually flawed but offer little in return. Theyagree that a critical
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component of the unfinished project of modernity is to understand the
exclusionary and liberating potentials of reason at the levels identified
earlier and to make manifest the tacit assumptions underlying theory
and practice. Yet, they are silent about post-modernity's propensity to
exaggerate — for example, the claim that the practice of normal
science, as the embodiment ofthe Enlightenment ideal of emancipating
humanity, results paradoxically in domination (p. 147), or that the
consequence of instrumental reason is existential impoverishment.
Ironically, Habermas and the Unfinished Project ofModernity
demonstrates the proposition that the whole can be less than the sum
of its parts.

G.H. Mead: A Contemporary Re-examination ofHis Thought by Hans
Joas. Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1997. 268 pp. $17.50 paper.
Milton Rhodes

Our Lady ofthe Lake University
Hans Joas has given us what could be called the "complete"
guide to the work and thought of George Herbert Mead. It is a
thorough and painstaking analysis ofthis important American
pragmatist whose writings, though limited in number, offer powerful
insights into intersubjective life. Joas examines Mead's thought
focusing on what he calls "the context" of its development and
concludes that Mead is "the most important theorist of
intersubjectivity between Feurbach and Habermas." The author makes
this assertion based on his review of a "literary archive" of
considerably greater depth and breadth than is found in the best known
source of Mead's thought, Mind, Self, and Society (1934).
Readers will find that this book challenges many of their views
and conclusions about Mead. Joas argues that Mead's political
writings describe a thinker whose idea of radical democracy was
somewhat contradicted by his attempt to justify America's
involvement in World War 1. From Mead's perspective it was by
idealizing society and its moral challenges that ultimately the self

develops. Joas prefers the term "practical intersubjectivity" when
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describing Mead's thought, that is, a version of"communicative
relations" through which all participate "in reasoning discussion to
determine their common future."

Evidence oftheway this book breaks new ground isrevealed
when Boas provides the first known interpretation ofMead's

interpretation of"the definition ofthe psychical." He suggests its
importance is"that Mead linked the objective rootedness ofthe
psychical in the structure ofhuman action with the insight that
psychology is essentially self-reflective in character."
Other topics addressed include Mead's discussion ofthe

origins ofsymbolic interaction, relationship ofphysical objects and role
taking, conception oftime, approach to ethics, and theory ofscience.
Joas concludesthe book with the assertion that Mead's writings,

especially his views ofscience, can and must bedeveloped further so
as to protect fi-om those approaches to science that depersonalize.
This is arguably themost important and definitive book yet
written about Mead. The bibliographic citations alone areworth the

price ofthe book. Those who want to better understand Mead and
who see his writings ashaving importance for current scholarship must
read this book. Those who doubt the Mead's significance should read
it as well.

The Order ofRituals: The Interpretation ofEveryday Life by HansGeorg Soefl&ier. New Brunswick, NJ: Transaction Publishers, 1997.
176 pp. $32.95 cloth.
Mary Warner
Northern State University

Students of social theory willappreciate what Hans-Georg

SoefiBier has accomplished. Soef&ier attempts to provide a

contemporary phenomenological approach toeveryday life and apply it
to a variety ofeveryday situations. He is focused on symbols (material
as well as ideal) to explain how ordinary people develop meaning in
their lives. What does it mean, for example, for MartinLutherto

change his name fi"om Luder toLuther? According to Soeflher, "the
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new name 'Luther' ~ retaining the 'old,' the family, and religious
tradition except for oneletter, which he replaces with two others ~
symbolically joins the past with the new conviction expressed in an
'old' language" (p. 4).
Soeffiierdoes not focus on Luther's individuality as such, but

on the complete development of the human using him as an example.
When he focuses on Luther, he is focusing on the symbolic
transformation of humanity in general andthe process of how symbols
areused to manipulate individual humans. He usesthe same symbolic
transformation process for the punk movement as he does for the
Protestant transformation. Just as Luther and his movement

developed, so too has the punk movement. Luther was instrumental in

the formulation of a style and ritual, and so too has the punk
movement developed a styleand a type of ritualized behavior (p. 49).
Soefi&ier suggests that style, stylization, the creation of type, and
aesthetisizing everyday objects (e.g., safety pin earrings) "serve to
express religious experiences" (p. 49). He traces the styleof symbols
used today and attempts to showjust how Luther and the punk
movement used a process of creating symbols and how these symbols
solidify and create a certain type of order for these movements. He

also shows how the creation these symbols resulted in a certain type of
social order. Hence, punks know each otherby virtue of their styleof
dress or symbols on their clothes. He also suggests that punks are
really conformist members of a group of nonconformists. Whileneither
the Protestant movementnor the punk movementhad a lot of rituals at
the beginning, ritualwas there and becamemore important as time
went on.

TIus discussion ofritualism led Soeffiier to examine another

phenomenon, those who attemptto be nonconformists or nonritualists. For Soeffiier, being a nonconformist or non-ritualist is
actually ritualism itself~ a "ritualized anti-ritualism" (p. 72). He
suggests that many ofthe contemporary socialmovements can be
described in this manner. Rather than choosing another "movement"
per se, Soeffiier chose the Pope and his anti-ritualist kissing of the
ground when he steps offthe plane in another country. He believes
that this gesture aids in overcoming "the boundaries between

individuals" (p. 73). Sojust like the punkers, the Pope is an anti104
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ritualist. Such anti-ritualistic behavior becomes ritualisticand

expected. It becomes routinized and the separation between people
and the Pope disappears ~ a communal space is created. All ofa
sudden, this separation produces a "collective mentality." Ironically,
according to Soef&ier, this is what also led the Pope to losing his
audience in the United States. His gesture created an ambiguous

structure; "in thetrans-personal quality ofa collectively secured and
consciously practiced ritual, the individual as such fades into the

general" (p. 90). As such, there is nothing spectacular about the Pope
and his visits also became routinized.

Just as the Pope's visits have become routinized, so too has
political voting, perhaps explaining possibly why people do not vote.
Voting has become so routine that many television programs have
made room for voting on entertainment. Advertising and media
mediums give "this ritualized decision-making scheme a different
framework, and .. . let the ballot run through more or less original
metamorphoses" (p. 119). As a result, there are not only Nielsen
ratings (voting), but polling \aewers through the use oftelevision and

telephone. The audiences (in-house and at home) decide who are the
best entertainers, who hasmore intelligence, and who has the most

points in a debate (even when they know nothing about the subject).
So voting is not only ritualized in the voting booth, but also in front of
the television. The viewers at home come to realize that they are not

solely responsible for the voting. There is atendency to have a live
audience who votes with their laughter, hissing, booing, and clapping.

The only thing that remains open, SoefBier argues, is "what" is being
decided andwhether this"what" still has anysignificance at all (p.

128). Voting for political candidates ortelevision shows becomes one
ofthe many entertaining activities in the vast field ofleisure-time
behaviors (p. 130).

Modem media that setsthe stagefor leisure-time activities,

such as voting, also sets the stage for the apparently opposite

phenomena; the charismatic and the populist. In politics, as well as in
other arenas of everyday life, themedia aid in setting thestage for
both. Soef&ier describes a couple ofmeetings that German Chancellor
Kohl had with different dignitaries from different countries and how

media set the place for the pictures and what they chose as their
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"plastic" material to give a certain perspective. This would be what
Soeffiier suggests is populismbecause "it lives and thrives in
practicallyany social field, and blooms all the more profuselythe more
it borrows (or lendsitselQ the appearance of charisma" (p.l36). In
essence, Chancellor Kohl appears very charismatic in this sense.
However, in a different situation, it would be different since "the

populist is a social chameleon" (p.l36). The charismatic, unlike the
populist, "proves itself in times of crises and presumably derives fi"om
whatever constitutes a threat to order" (p.136). Therefore, Kohl is not
a charismatic, but a populist, a part of everydaylife, and as such, has
to be the "master of rituals is one doesn't want to be mastered by
them" (p.141).
Soeffher is effective in showing the connections between

seemingly very different types of socid phenomena. He has done this
in a very readable and understandableway. Although many of his
examples may be foreign to manyreaders, he makes the examples
applicable to almost anywhere. The key to his connections are the
everydayprocesses of creating meaning and its presentation in
everyday life. He presented the processes of ritualization and
routinization in a way that should be understandable to students of
social theory. One problem with his book is that too manygood points
appear to be drowning in too many words. When he presents historical
information he could be a little more precise, concise, and succinct.
KGstory is important in understandingtheory, concepts, and ideas, but
all of these can be buried in the presentation of history. This book is a
piece of work I would recommend to any student of social theory who
is interested in phenomenology.

TheForest and the Trees: Sociologyas Life, Practice, and Promise
by Allan G. Johnson. Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 1997. 205
pp. $18.95.

Kathi Rangel-Wrono
University ofNebraska, Lincoln

In this book, Allan Johnsonlooks at the practice of sociology
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from multidimensional levels. He envisions sociological practice as a

phenomenon which happens intheuniversity classroom aswell as on
many other planes. For Johnson, sociological practice happens in every
daylifeinwriting, in thinking aboutthe workings of social life, in
working with people, in the corporate environment, with issues of
human resource planning including race, genderandgender
preference, andin the ordinary acts of walking down a street,
shopping, or contemplating passersby from a sidewalk cafe. The
authortakes sociology out of the classroom and into the streets of life.
Emphasized throughoutthis work is the key principle that we
as individuals are "always participating in something larger than

ourselves." Sociological practice for Johnson is founded on the "vital
and difSculttruth that everything is related in one way or another to

everything else. It's what makes the practice so challenging. It's also
what ^ves it such great promise." This concept is whatthe author
deems the "one thing" whichis paramount in the teaching of
sociology.

The principles of sociological practice are expanded upon

through references to both classical and contemporary practitioners of
sociology. The authortakes the works of major theorists and clearly
explains them in relation to the tapestry of social relations. The
functional perspective of Durkheim andthe conflict perspective of
Marx are compared and contrasted with reference to issues of social
class, stratification, racism, and inequality on the micro and macro
levels. Merton's strain theory is referred to in the explanation of racism
and inequality. Goffinan's work regarding stigma is also cited.
Contemporary philosophers and sociologists are cited throughout the

text to emphasize the interconnectedness of individuals, societies, and
the social world. While the classical theorists cited are, de rigueur,

male, the authorpresents a positive aspect in this book by citing
equally both male and female contemporary scholars.
The book's title is taken from the author's comparison of

sociological practice to the analogy of the forest andthe trees. For
some, the view encompasses only the forest, while others see only the
trees. Society, likethe forest, is a collection of individuals as well as
groupswhich experience an interconnectedness with largergroups.
The author emphasizes that in sociological practice, it is important to
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look at both individuals and their relationships to one another as well
as their connectedness to groups and societies. One must examine both
the forest and the trees to do meaningfiil sociology.
Johnson provides a book rich with examples of how to
examine society on multiple levels, andthe implements to determine

the interconnectedness and relationships between individuals, people,
communities, societies and social systems. He views the practice of
sociology as a pathway toward a deeper, more complete understanding
of action and awareness at every level of society. This book is suitable
both as a supplementary reader for a beginning student of sociology as
well as a theoretical work for a more advanced student. It clarifies the

nature of sociological practice at everylevel, as well as providing the
necessary methodological tools.
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